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From the Editor
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In this edition of Budgie News we have included judges
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Championship Show as well as contributions from BCV
members James Smith and Darren Macfarlane, and Secret Vet
and Roving Reporter.
A reminder to all members that we are looking for contributions
for future editions of Budgie News. Your experience and
knowledge about any aspect of the hobby, for example: pairing,
feeding programs, husbandry or ailments relating to your birds
or something that had been puzzling you about your breeding
program and how you improved your results would be most
welcome. Contributions could also include a favourite bird
or line of birds of a breeder; it could be a specific variety or a
bird from an age gone by. Contributions may also include an
opportunity to reflect on where we have come from as a hobby,
where we are today and where we are heading into the future.
We are also looking for contributions for our Member Profile and
Club Profile sections to showcase individuals and clubs.
Due to COVID there has been a shortage of content and we
hope you find this edition a useful resource. Please forward any
contributions you may have to : editorbudgienews@gmail.com
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President’s Annual Report
Dear Members,
It must be said that the last 12 months has
been one of the most challenging that I have
ever seen not just as a Victorian or a budgie
breeder but also as a member of the BCV
executive working for our hobby. To enable
targeting of new membership one of our key
focus points in planning for the 2020 year was
to be the launch of Budgie Vic in May 2020 at
the National Show in Bendigo.
It is a sad task to remind members of some
important people that we have lost recently, in
particular Margaret Bridgman who was a very
deserving life member of the BCV with over
33 years of service in many roles for Council.
During this period Margaret was also the
president of the Border Canary society. We also
lost two outstanding club men in Jim Traynor
and Lou Formosa during the year. All will be
sadly missed.
There have been too many challenges for one
year and too many of these are genuine threats
to our great hobby. The BCV National Show
management committee was ready to hold the
Show in Bendigo but at the last minute it had
to be cancelled which meant the new trade
stand was not even taken out of the box. To
all those who contributed so much toward the
preparation of the National show weekend I
would like to thank you on behalf of members
Nation-wide and hopefully it will now evolve into
Bendigo 2021.
Over the last few years, the BCV has been a
representative at meetings for the Puppy Farm
Bill with the Victorian Agriculture Minister. This
bill has now been legislated - unfortunately
with the last three words being “and cage
birds”. Birds are not mentioned anywhere in
the document, so it was very disappointing
that we were unable to have this removed.
Consequently, all bird sales and auctions must
now be communicated to the department
annually. We have forged our own path with
the Government bodies based on the specific
obligations as required.
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Furthermore, the Government is now turning
its efforts to animal welfare matters and are
reviewing requirements for the keeping of
cage birds. These meetings to date have
been cordial however do not appear to be
fact gathering but rather one of delivering the
Government’s position. I recommend that the
BCV maintain a strong presence at this table
as some elements of the community are not
very supportive of keeping cage birds at all. We
must continue to be relevant and up to date
if we are to maintain a respected position in
future policy making for our hobby.
The Australian Governemnt Department of
Agricultural recently circulated a document on
importation of Psittacine Birds (which includes
Budgies - both Pets and Aviary) for interested
parties to review and comment. The BCV
engaged an avian vet to review the document
based on animal welfare and any other matters
that he feels our members may need to be
better informed of and protected against.
It should be noted that the BCV considers
itself powerless to stop this government driven
program - we don’t even think that we are on
the Department’s radar, as to date aviary birds
get very little mention in the document. The
Department’s priority is for those pet birds that
accompany families emigrating to Australia
and for Zoos to extend breeding programs for
endangered species of parrots.
The Department recently said that they have
been working on the importation document
since 1995 and on that basis, it could therefore
take a lot longer before importation has a
chance to become a reality. Unfortunately,
importation presents yet another risk for BCV
membership as when it last occurred in 1990
there was a significant drop off in membership.
Council has started to consider options such as
separating these birds on the show bench in a
bid to protect our membership numbers.

Another emerging threat to our membership
retention and growth is the increasing use
of social media. While Facebook and other
platforms offer a fascinating window into our
hobby in recent times it has been doing real
damage as well. Conversations and questioning
may start out innocently enough but can and
does from time to time turn into outright bullying.
Unfortunately, Council has been receiving too
many complaints about this type of activity
and I am sure this bad behaviour is costing us
membership. I will therefore be recommending a
stronger social media policy be introduced and
that this is decisively outworked as a matter of
urgency.
Moving onto some good news I am pleased to
report that over the last three years Council has
been reinforcing wherever possible our stance
on animal welfare matters. A brochure will be
available shortly positioned at every point of sale
location for birds and seed all over Victoria. This
brochure is designed to take potential members
directly to our website for information on Budgie
welfare, husbandry and to direct them to their
nearest club for more information.
At the Bendigo 2020 National Show it was
planned to have a significant media launch of the
new Budgie Vic initiative. Contacts have been
made with local and national radio and television
and were anticipating good exposure both before
and during the weekend. Unfortunately, this
did not go ahead but importantly all the work
done on the trade stand, brochures and media
relationships has been done so moving the show
out 12 months should not change the launch of
the Budgie Vic program.
Council has been successful in reinforcing the
financial position of the BCV, a relatively new
theme has been attracting sponsors for the
Championship Show which has improved our
financial position significantly. We are very grateful
to Con Herouvim for these efforts. Another
significant improvement at the State Show’s has
been the presence of more Trade Stands with a
better range of products for all members.
The introduction of the auction levy has become
a larger than anticipated success for the BCV
and auction reports to date reveal that over 68%
of this levy is being paid by interstate bidder’s - a
great result as interstate breeders start to

sponsor our membership retention and growth
programs going forward.
In more recent times Council has established
a relationship with Green Valley Grains who
are happy to provide our BCV recommended
“Budgie Gold” mix via their distribution network.
The Budgie Vic labelling on every bag means we
will receive an ongoing monthly royalty stream,
so wherever possible please try this mix and
consider switching.
The two staging trailers are taking longer than
expected to finalise, we must remember that they
are not costing us anything. We have added to
the trailer tally by one with the addition of a new
marketing trailer and due to COVID-19 all three
trailers are only awaiting painting and sign writing.
We believe the separation of the Beginner and
Novice sections at the State Championship
show has been a great success and a real
innovative approach to the historic show format.
Furthermore, the expansion of the classes on
the BCV Show Matrix to include Rainbows and
Coloured classes has also proven popular. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank David
Charlton for his great contributions on Council
with the evolution of the Marketing Stand, Trailer
as well as the revamp of the Points matrix that is
available to all online.
The everyday needs of Society for up to date
information are becoming more and more
demanding, so if you volunteered to maintain
the BVC website you would have to be a busy
man indeed so a huge thank you to Peter Thurn
for his timely dedication to the maintenance of
this important resource. The website continues
to evolve and has come a long way over the last
three years.
I reckon you would have to agree with me when
I say the BCV has a world class publication
in Budgie News. I understand the enormous
commitment it takes to put this publication out
each time and would like to thank Matt Emond
for his tireless dedication to this very important
role.
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The role of BCV treasurer is another thankless
task that must be undertaken on behalf of our
members. Every month financials are prepared,
reported and payments made. Thankyou David
Charlton & Darren McFarlane for your dedication
to this often complex task.

a very special thank you for your dedicated
contributions to our Great Hobby!

Darren Macfarlane must be overdue for the award
of longest serving ring registrar for the BCV. We
all probably use rings most days without even
thinking how or where they come from and they
just simply turn up each year. I can assure you
as I know that it has not been all that simple over
the last few years as the process takes 9 months
from beginning to end so a heartfelt thanks to
you Darren.

President

Stay Safe and be well!
Col Flanagan
Budgerigar Council of Victoria
BCV, Annual Presidents Report October 2020

And finally, to the BCV secretary James Smith.
This role as many will understand is a truly
rigorous one and as society is becoming more
and more demanding, we all expect most things
to be provided instantaneously. The first point of
contact, first point for all emails, and if anything
goes wrong anywhere it’s he that we look at to
blame. Thank you, James for being the steady
rock behind Council and the BCV.
Where to from here you might ask? The BCV has
identified a number of Bird shows, Auctions and
Pet expos to present the new Budgie Vic trade
stand. To support this “face to face” marketing
there will be investments in direct advertising
in pet/bird magazines and other mediums.
Also, moves are being made to revamp the
BCV website that offers more of a marketing
approach.
It is obviously dependent upon our State finding
a balance with a new “COVID Normal” that
will enable our clubs and shows to become
functional post the lockdowns that are currently
occurring.
Council has for most of this year been running
Online Meetings via GoToMeeting or Zoom over
the internet. These meeting have become more
and more productive as time goes by and I
would like to thank all the councillors for these
contributions over the last three years and much
longer for some. To those leaving us currently
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The new Budgie Vic Trade Stand pictured
opposite.
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Budgerigar Council of Victoria Incorporated A 10055 P
Income & Expenditure
1 Jan 2019 to 31 Dec 2019
Income

Advertising
Affiliation
Auction Commissions
Interest on term deposit
Membership
Postage
Raffle
Rings
Sponsorship/Donations
Trade Stands
Trading
State Championships
Nationals

Total
Expense

Total

Affiliation
BCV Misc
Budgie news postage
Budgie news production
Insurance
Judges and Standards
National
Postage
Raffle
Rings
State Championship
Trading
Trophies and awards
Website

Profit/Loss
BCV Misc
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Catering
Consumers Affairs
Direct credit return fee
Gratuity for Auditor
Logo design
Online storage
Printer warranty
Trailer registration
Trailer repairs / parts
Trailer Purchase

Budgie News Victoria – 3rd Quarter 2020

2018
1,360.00
3,522.00
8,946.70
1,269.05
15,418.00
3,590.00
913.80
26,954.30
3,025.00
400.00
4,080.00
69,478.85

2019
120.00
3,095.00
8,468.52
1,184.80
18,921.00
3,410.00
267.00
24,907.60
1,050.00
1,863.74
63,287.66

300.00
953.68
44.10
276.82
2,227.15
431.60
1,905.34
966.00
100.00
20,090.00
3,150.00
5,662.00
217.72
36,324.41

300.00
2,329.85
1,180.81
4,466.00
620.00
434.10
4,120.26
1,036.50
21,110.00
2,133.36
80.00
4,117.70
41,928.58

33,154.44

21,359.08

43.60
250.00
2.50
50.00
145.00
171.47
83.45
60.50
273.33
1,250.00

-

-

-

YOY
1,240.00
427.00
478.18
84.25
3,503.00
180.00
646.80
2,046.70
3,025.00
400.00
4,080.00
1,050.00
1,863.74
6,191.19
1,376.17
1,136.71
4,189.18
1,607.15
2.50
2,214.92
70.50
100.00
1,020.00
1,016.64
80.00
1,544.30
217.72
5,604.17

- 11,795.36
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2020 Show & Auction Calendar for The Budgerigar Council Of Victoria
Date

Event

Club

Venue

Contact

Phone

1 Sat

Club Champ

Dandenong

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mrs Judy Wilson

9702 8070

9 Sun

Club Champ

Geelong

Lifestyle Pavilion Geelong S/Grounds

John Ennis

0401 914 784

15 Sat

Club Champ

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

1 Sun

Adult S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178
0429 540 067

FEBRUARY

MARCH

7 Sat

Club Champ

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

14 Sat

Club Champ

Ballarat

Brown Hill Hall, Humphrey St, Ballarat

Simon Meagher

5335 5454

15 Sun

Club Champ

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

21 Sat

Club Champ

22 Sun

Club Champ

29 Sun

Auction

Shows and Auctions postponed
pending further advice from the
government.

MAY

United

Scout Hall, Irvine Road, Ivanhoe

David Spink

0427 177 988

Border

Mirambeena Hall North Albury

Darrin Roulston

0415 642 348

Geelong

Lifestyle Pavilion Geelong S/Grounds

John Ennis

0401 914 784

17 Sun

Y.B. S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

23 Sat

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

24 Sun

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

budgeman77@
hotmail.com

30 Sat

Auction

Dandenong

KK Auction, Dingley Community Centre

Mrs Judy Wilson

JUNE

9702 8070

BCV will keep members informed
of any changes.

6 Sat

Auction

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

13 Sat

Club Champ

Bendigo

Lockwood Sth Comm. Hall, Lockwood South

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

14 Sun

Auction

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

0412 969 848

Auction

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

21 Sun
JULY
12 Sun

Auction

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

19 Sun

Auction

Bendigo

Lockwood Sth Comm. Hall, Lockwood South

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

1 Sat

Auction

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

16 Sun

Auction

United

T.B.A.

David Spink

0427 177 988

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
13 Sun

UBC S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

20 Sun

UBC Show

Geelong

Lifestyle Pavilion Geelong S/Grounds

John Ennis

0401 914 784

OCTOBER
10 Sat

UBC Show

United

Scout Hall, Irvine Road, Ivanhoe

David Spink

0427 177 988

11 Sun

Club Champ

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

18 Sun

Club Champ

Nepean

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mim McQualter

0428 857 897

24 Sat

Club Champ

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

15 Sun

Club Champ

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

0412 969 848

21 Sat

UBC Show

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

0429 540 067

22 Sun

Club Champ

Baw Baw

Exhibition Hall, 15 Howitt St, Warragul

Darren Macfarlane

0418 507 379

NOVEMBER
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Secretary’s Report
Dear Members,
To say its been an “interesting time” in
budgerigars lately would be the classic
understatement!
I would like to focus on a few real positives for the
Victorian Membership with this Report.
During the course of the COVID-19 lockdown
the BCV Councillors have been using the
GoToMeeting App owned by the ANBC to run
their Meetings with all the delegates from all the
Zones to enable the National body to meet more
regularly. Thanks to Leigh Downey we have had
permission – as did all Zones – to utilise this for
our meetings at BCV Council level.
To enable our AGM to be fully electronic the BCV
needed to purchase a Zoom Registration. This
will serve to assist our new Council - that consists
of members that cover a very wide demographic
spread - to meet on a consistent and regular
basis. It also gives a real opportunity for the BCV
to assist all of our affiliated clubs to meet in a
COVID Normal way based on restrictions and
risks to some of our older membership base to
minimise risks to all of them.
Apart from Gazetted Council Meeting nights and
ANBC meeting nights I will be available to assist
any of the affiliated Clubs in Victoria to setup
and run a Zoom meeting. This support will also
include helping your club members be part of
those meetings – even if they have never done
so or are challenged by technology. The goal will
be to ensure that over a couple of meetings that
your club executive or a designated member of
your club can grow in skill and knowledge to let
you control your own destiny with a Basic or Free
copy of Zoom that will let you have a low number
of members participate over a specified period
of time. This help will also be available as a one
on one to anyone who feels they would like the
assistance from those clubs as well. By doing this
I believe that clubs can maintain contact much
better as well as encourage each other during the
challenging time we are all in.
Recently Darren Macfarlane posted on Facebook
that the 2021 Rings are in stock. He is currently
12
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very busy separating individual orders for each
member and putting them into Express Post
envelopes purchased from Australia Post. We
did seek advice from the ANBC based on the
very real problems we have in Victoria with
freight and mail delivery however we were
unable to change the post date from the 15th of
December. Utilising the Express Post envelopes
from Australia Post is the only way to negate
this issue – especially based on the massive
surge that occurs in mid to late December in
all Zone areas for post and freight. During my
time in freight I know that there is anecdotally an
increase of 250% of items handled. We can only
hope that the extra measure will enable this to be
successful for you, our members.
For the early birds who pair up to ring on January
1st I would like to wish you every success
with your breeding and certainly I encourage
all members to really focus on executing your
breeding plans for the coming year. We wont
always be challenged by current circumstances
and I for one am looking forward to getting back
to business with the Shows again, as well as our
State and National Shows.
Best Regards,
James

Secretary
Budegrigar Council of Victoria

BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF
VICTORIA INC.
Life Members
Mr. A. Baxter

Mrs. M. Bridgeman

Mr. E. Carter*

Mrs. L. Church

Mr. B. Cunningham*

Mr. L. Downey

Mr. C. Flanagan

Mr. H. Gulovsen*

Mr. I. Hunter

Mr. L. King*

Mr. B. O’Connell

Mrs. A. Panter

Mr. B. Panter

Mr. A. Rowe

Mr. B. Sheppard

Mr. R. Skivington

Mr B. Wilson

Mr P. Hoadley

Mr M. Bridgeman

Roll of Honour
Mrs. A. Bassett*

Mr. D. Bassett*

Mr. B. Bates*

Mr. K Bridgeman*

Mr. A. Bugg*

Mr. G. Campbell*

Mr. H. Eady*

Mr. G. Farrar*

Mr. F. Gardner*

Mr. B. Grinlington*

Mrs. S. Harrison*

Mr. H. Heath*

Mr. R. Loats*

Mr. G. Manallack*

Mr. A. Marshall*

Mr. T. Munday*

Mr. E. Raven*

Mrs. E. Russell*

Mr. H. Setford*

Mr. L. Sitlington*

Mr. E. Stafford*

Mr. B. Tucker*

Mr. L. Vines*

Mr. J. Watts*

Mrs. Z. Watts*

Mr. T. Wilson*

Mr. M. Whittaker*

Mr. A. Yeatman*

* deceased

Welcome to the
Budgerigar Council of
Victoria to the following
new members!
Border - Stefan & Coset Knoszky
Eastern - Annette Nobes
Eastern - Matthew Oswald
Nepean - Brad Griffin

United - Tony McMahon
United - Michael Searle
United - Alana Smith
Western - Paul Filippone

South West - Jeremy Brown
United - Daniel Ford
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Exhibitor Status 2020
Champion Exhibitors 2020
Appelton, T & S; Baxter, A; Bader &
Turnbull; Broughton, D; Cachia, W;
Carro Family; Cooke, E; Ennis, J; Grech
S& T; Howard, R; Huth, M; Kamel, H;
Kruisselbrink, J; Leong, J; Macfarlane,
D; Martin, B; McNamara, J; Murray,
V; Orlandi, J; Paoli, M; Randall, M &
R; Ray & German; Rowe, A; Rowe
Bros; Sheppard & Flanagan; Slade, R;
Stephens, R; Thurn, P; Vella & Thomas;
Wilson & Hoadley; Ron Wilson.

Promoted from Intermediate Status to
Open Status through accumulated points:
Brennand, M; Kirby, R; Stagg, G.
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Promoted from Beginner Status to
Intermediate Status through accumulated
points:
Herouvim, C; Ieria, V.

Promoted from Beginner Status to
Intermediate Status through elapsed
time:
Barker, A; Garth, D; Gusman, L;
Headspeith & Brown; Hunt, S & N; Kelly, L,
T & N; Liefting, S; May & White; McGrane
K; McQualter R & M; Newman, M; Parr, M;
Payne, T; Royal, O; Rizzo, S; Rossitto, K;
Tartaglia, S.

Budgie Health Check

Assessing health of overall flock
HEALTH AND WELFARE OF YOUR BIRDS

Assessing Health
of Birds
By the Secret Vet

It is important that all bird owners be able
to do a simple clinical exam to workout
which birds need to seek veterinarian care
or alternatively know what to do to minimise
the effect of a disease outbreak. One sick
individual can put the whole flock at risk
and cruelly wipe out many seasons of hard
work in the space of a week. The saying
‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure’ is so true in birds. This really should be
the mantra of every breeder’s actions in the
flights and bird room.

Birds being a prey species are the great
maskers of illness usually looking fluffed up
and unwell in their last few days of life, when
the disease has zapped them of all energy
for them to keep up the masquerade of good
health. Birds that look unwell are the first
to be targeted by predators so birds have
evolved this trait. That is why when birds are
unsure they preen wing feathers and stretch
to give the impression of vitality.

Down feathers stuck in cage wire and noisy
birds are a good sign the flock is overall
happy and in good condition. Odour and
general stool quality is also important.
Observing birds from a distance is the
first part of an exam. Wait until they relax
and see if their demeanour is still looking
healthy or do they settle and look fluffed
and glum. Budgerigars are naturally busy in
the morning and mid-late afternoon usually
resting in the middle part of the day so
check any birds that look unwell at different
times of the day.

The flock is only as healthy as the sickest
bird. Birds that chronically look unwell really
have to have their merit as a member of your
flock re-assessed: Will they successfully
breed? Will they pass on genes of health
and vigour? Are they a ticking time bomb to
take the rest of the flock down if they start
shedding a disease?

Assessing health of individual bird
With individual birds look at:
•

Staining above the cere- strep,
chlamydia

•

Messy vent- any disease

•

Mucky eye(s)- chylamydia, rarely feather
growing into eye.

•

Missing flights/tail feathers with no signs
of regrowth - polyoma/French moult
carrier?
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• Muscle condition of the chest - how
prominent is the keel bone - chronic weight
loss-megabacteria?
• Gently push abdomen; are there any firm
feeling round tumours in the abdomen
• Mites/ lice on birds
Put a piece of white paper under the bird
in a show cage. Bird stools should be tight
small and white uric acid (bird urine) with dark
stool (feaces) in the middle. Below are normal
stools.

Everybody always wants to reach for
antibiotics when birds get unwell… usually by
the time you have an unwell bird you are too
late for antibiotics!
Given how readily breeders have used
antibiotics in the past, most organisms are
resistant to the non-prescription antibiotics.
Not knowing what organism you are treating
can in fact kill more good flora/bacteria and
actually make things worse e.g. bird has
megabacteria (a yeast) you give an antibiotic
such as sulpha or oxytetracycline you are
killing more bacteria and making a yeast like
megabacteria grow more rapidly killing the
bird quicker. Giving antibiotics to healthy birds
in the flights during an outbreak of a disease
may potentially make them more vulnerable to
infection.

What to do if you have an outbreak of disease
in the flock
Best to try and minimise an outbreak buy
separating the flock into 3 groups:

Group 1- Obviously unwell
Should not be:
• karki brown
• Watery

• Green (unless recently feeding lots of
spinach etc)
• Bloody
• Yellow

Hens on eggs or about to lay will do very
large and often moist stools which is
completely normal.

Birds that have recently been vomiting, often
‘cough’ and shake head with wet discharge
on mask or have dry matted feathers around
their head. Birds vomiting multiple times a
day are usually doomed, as they dehydrate
and can’t hold any fluids in, rapidly dying
of dehydration no matter what you do. Get
them out of the aviary immediately!
Always isolate birds with any altered stool
or signs of vomiting to minimise the number
of birds that could potentially be infected.
These birds are multiplying the disease in
the environment putting others at risk of
becoming infected.
16
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Take note of these birds and consider if a line
has a genetic weakness/inbred as a reason
for failure. Cull any poor birds in this group
that you have ‘just because’ and are likely
not to breed with. Often birds in this group
that do recover rarely go on to breed without
breaking down again…consider fostering eggs
if you feel they are too important. Keep good
records in you breeding books when birds
die. Go through your breeding records in the
non-breeding season and see if it is a family
that trend to having poor health and make
breeding decisions accordingly. If you ‘have’ to
keep and/or breed with a bird of lesser health
always pair to a strong robust bird. Families
of birds that have bred well and are >3 yrs old
and still look vigorous is a good indicator of
health robustness.

Bird first aid is crucial to group 1
• HEAT is the single most important medicine
for an unwell bird. I have devised and included
pictures of a simple hospital cage for approx.
$50. 30 degrees Celsius is a good temp to
aim for. Place the heat source at one end
of the show cage and the birds will find the
temperature they prefer.

• Electrolyte/ energy source in water i.e
‘vetafarm spark’

• Probiotics. These good bacteria will
compete with disease causing bacteria and
hopefully win!
• Crop feed with first aid powder/hand
rearing mix. If you don’t know how to crop
feed try to learn; even practise on robust
culls, it is a very handy skill.

• Birds that are likely to recover should show
good signs of improvement within 5-7days,
otherwise euthanasia is advised.
A cheap/ quick hospital cage can be made
with a show cage, an Arlec portable 150W
screw in bulb flood light $11 (Bunnings),
reptile Infra-red heat light $30-40 (Pet stock
etc). In the matter of a few hours and one
car trip you can have this set-up and be
helping the birds.
PS. When not in use for sick birds you can
use in nappy cage/ abandoned chicks
to provide warmth to lessen the stress of
weaning. Watch the fledglings don’t chew
the 240V power cord!
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Group 2- Quiet/ unsure/ intermediate illness
These birds could go either way. Focus on
these birds as you have the most chance of
saving them. As they get better put them in
small groups into breeding cabinets (minus the
breeding box) to build up before re-entering
the flights. Small groups in different cages is
advised so if there is a breakdown in health
it is across only a small number and not the
entire group 2 birds. Probiotics and electrolyte
(vetafarm ‘spark’) is advised.

Group 3- Healthy vibrant birds
Leave in the flight/ aviary as to not stress them
by moving them. Reassess twice a day. Don’t
neglect these birds while caring for the unwell
group. Do not leave any 50/50 birds in this
group! Probiotics advised.
It is a good idea to stop breeding as there
is most likely a husbandry issue. Possible
causes:
• Too many birds not enough space
• Chlamydia/ psittacosis
• Polyoma/ French Moult
• POOR HYGIENE-The most important factor
with birds
• DRYNESS- Everything should always be dry
• Hypervitaminosis- too much of a good
thing! Some do water additives, pink powder,
calicivet with vitamin D etc. Make sure you are
not doubling up on fat soluble vitamins A, D
and E.
• Drafts/ wind chill
• Vermin
• Excessive inbreeding
• Working birds too hard and pushing >3
rounds out of a bird per year
• Spoiled wet foods/ soaked seeds
• Parasites: Red mites that live off the bird,
Lice, internal intestinal parasites: Do people
worm their birds every 3 months? Can pigeon
and sparrows defecate and contaminate your
aviary?
If you’re having trouble make sure you either get
help from an AVAIN vet or talk to experienced
fanciers. One of the great things about this
hobby are people are always trying to help you
and many people have probably had a similar
issue.
I’ve noticed on Facebook groups many top
breeders claim or at least imply to never have
any illness, ’My birds have never had French
moult’, ‘Mine have never had megabacteria!’ etc.
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If you quiz many of the decent and honest
top breeders they will share that they do have
outbreaks and problems occasionally, the big
difference is they manage an outbreak quickly
and cull heavily…which is easy to do when
you have many top birds. For us less elite
breeders we tend to not cull as hard because
Murphy ’s Law says our best birds are the
ones that get sick.
It’s hard not to get disheartened if you have an
outbreak and lose a lot of birds. Unfortunately
a lot of the desirable traits come from selective
breeding for feather features/ bird size/variety
with health and robustness being long down
the list. We should all continue to breed
with birds with health a strong factor in our
breeding decisions to not only improve the
welfare of our birds but also our enjoyment.

“We should all
continue to breed
with birds with
health a strong
factor in our
breeding decisions
to not only improve
the welfare of our
birds but also our
enjoyment. “

Club Profile
Baw Baw
Contributor: Darren Macfarlane
Baw Baw Budgerigar Society was spawned
from the desire of John Rowe and myself to
grow the interest in Budgies in our area in
a way most, if not all clubs in Victoria were
finding difficult to comprehend. We wanted
to appeal to the non-exhibition budgerigar
fancier, the backyarder, and to an extent, we
were also looking to appeal to the person
with one bird in their house and provide a
family friendly atmosphere. There seemed to
be many ‘fanatics” (a term of endearment) in
Exhibition clubs, with established members,
who felt it was a waste of time seeking out
non exhibition breeders for a Budgie Club. We
wanted to explore the possibilities.

practices and generally how to best look
after their birds in a best practice way, with
emphasis on bird welfare. We also put flyers
into local grain stores such as this:

John and myself went about starting up the
Baw Baw club quietly. We only spoke to 3
disillusioned, non-active local members of the
fancy and explained what we were going to
do. John and I are both life members of the
Gippsland club, we were adamant we would
not approach active members of Gippsland.
We did not want to compromise Gippsland’s
membership base and did not seek to ‘pinch’
members from Gippsland. We wanted to
co-exist and have two clubs in the Gippsland
area to provide a combined drive to promote
the fancy. We wanted a new club with new
members using a somewhat nontraditional
approach.
On the 9th of December 2015, 4 of us met to
formally form the club. We had 4 present, with
3 apologies. It was decided at that meeting
we would all show with Gippsland at the next
Adult Shield and that the new club would
hold its first meeting in April. We set in motion
our plan to grow the interest in the Club by
advertising in the local paper with a series of
pointed ads asking if there were like minded
budgie people who would like to know more
about their birds. Did they want to learn about
colors and their breeding, management

The series of ads led to a public notice which
invited all likeminded budgie keepers to
an educational night for the formation of a
new club. Along with the public notice, we
were able to have a cadet reporter visit and
interview John for a short feature article with
photos.
The response was good. Interest was shown
by many and 12 months in, we even found a
new Treasurer for the club, a new member
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who had a few birds in the backyard, was
happy to learn more about them, but did not
want to show.
The club started with 7 exhibition breeders, 3
in the 1 family. In that first year, we did have
enquiries from other exhibition breeders who
we advised, we would prefer they stay with
their current club - some did for a little while,
but in the end it was pointed out to us, it was
Baw Baw or they were out. So, they joined us
in the end.
One of the benefits of our new club was
our ability to appeal to Juniors. Some of our
original juniors only had a bird in the cage at
home. Unfortunately, when their interest was
pricked in what they could do, their parents
were not as enthusiastic and would not
support the addition of a flight in the backyard.
Big lesson learned by us. Cater for the Junior
– but appeal to the parents as well. Juniors
need support from the home front. We still
have a few juniors who are keen and have
support at home, but with the present Covid
situation, it is extremely difficult to provide
support and advice. Meetings and live birds on
nights are crucial in promotion of the hobby.
By promoting our club as a place to come
to be educated about budgies in general,
we have grown our members in 3 years from
the 7 originals to having had 63 people as
members. No, we have not held them all for
various reasons, but the club now has a stable
30 members, some of whom do not want to
show birds and we are more than comfortable
with that. We look at non showing members
as a positive. They come to learn about the
birds they love at home and their word of
mouth, about the club, to family members and
friends helps to promote the club. John and I
both feel we, as experienced members, must
provide some sort of educational experience
on meeting nights.
We hold monthly meetings where we try
to provide something educational for our
members. We both do talks on varieties and
bird management. John tries to get in guest
speakers, and we thank those who have come
along to impart their knowledge. One of our
better nights was sitting in a circle and each
person asked a management question. The
discussion this generated was fantastic and
hugely educational for all.
Baw Baw members have adopted the
mantra of local promotion. We have sought
sponsorship from local businesses to help
pay for our club Championship. Our first
20
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one in 2018 was an eye opener for most of
our members who had not been through the
experience of hosting a show.
Everyone was great and pitched in whenever
and wherever needed. I have lamented the
demise of prize cards on cages at shows.
I made sure they were re-introduced at our
Club Championship show and have been able
to achieve this with the help of club members.
The feedback from visiting exhibitors about
the cards has been fantastic. Beginner and
Intermediate members in particular can see
names on 1st place cages in the Champion
and Open Sections and they also have a 1st,
2nd or 3rd card to take home if they are lucky
enough.

At our last Club championship show in
November 2019, we were able to offer a class
for Rainbows. Although they were not high in
numbers, their addition created a great deal
of interest, both in other exhibitors and the
general public who came through the hall.
We also offered a competition for the public
visiting us. We ran a public choice award on
the day. The public were asked to choose
their favourite bird, noting the cage number on
the entry form. A lucky member of the public
won a box of chocolates for their time and the
exhibitor of the public choice winner also won
an award.
The club also mans the Agricultural Show
‘display’/show stand in Warragul as a Budgie
Fancy promotion. It is great waiting at the
stand talking to many members of the public
who are always keen to talk about the bird
they have at home, its color and mannerisms
or the birds they had as a kid.
We try to have colorful birds for the stand
which can attract a lot of attention and
comments.

With a relatively fresh membership, both
myself and John feel refreshed. Answering
basic questions from newcomers to the
hobby and seasoned backyard fanciers
wanting to add to their budgie knowledge,
has reminded both of us how much we take
for granted in looking after our birds. Little
things we do automatically, using marbles
in the nest, moving chicks to even up nests,
numbering eggs so you know if the first egg
is fertile and removing it if not to keep the
hen laying, are new to the newcomers who
are picking up tips each time we meet and
discuss birds. Passing on little things we
do can make it ‘easier’ for our newbies. A
monthly newsletter is emailed to members
and during this unprecedented time in
recess, a mid monthly Covid edition is
also sent out to keep everyone enthused
and informed. The regular newsletter is
important to keep our sponsors connected
too. Our sponsors ‘business cards’ are also
on the newsletter and they are also sent a
newsletter. This in addition to the website
exposure they enjoy. I’m happy to say that
the two years we have had sponsors, they
had been keen to return for the second year.

The club is still growing even in recess.
We have picked up members in the last 6
months who have heard of the club word of
mouth, have colored birds in the backyard
or have bought birds from a member who
had discussed the club and its activities.
We can’t wait for the face to face meetings
to return. Onwards and upwards.
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Cinnamons - Really?
The Roving Reporter
I am a breeder of varieties. I love the fact
that Australia has Varieties which the rest of
the world would love to have. The clearwing
is the most obvious one.
During the past few years, I have admired
the breeders of the Lacewing variety,
Blackeye Variety, Clearwings and Fallows.
The quality has improved in most of these
thanks to the dedicated breeders who
have improved them, but it seems to me
the varieties mentioned are also being
destroyed by newer breeders taking them
on and being given, what I consider, to be
incorrect advice on how to breed them.

Let’s look at Lacewings. Some breeders
in the past have insisted that they are a
Cinnamon Ino. This is simply incorrect. Yes,
they are sex linked like the Cinnamon and
Ino, but the lacewing variety is a variety on
its own. Breeding records from all breeders
of Lacewings using splits, how many have
produced Ino from a Split to a Lacewing?
Now, there are many breeders out there
using Cinnamon Split Lacewing Cocks. How
are your Lacewing chicks looking? I bet
the hens have no or minimal wing color – a
Cinnamon Lacewing. For a ‘Wing’ variety
why is this even put up with? For the novice
breeder, sold Lacewings with Cinnamon and
even told to use Cinnamon in breeding them
this is an absolute travesty for the variety
and a total misrepresentation on how the
variety should be bred.
Blackeye. Many breeders of this variety
justify their use of Cinnamon to “clean up’
the markings. The beauty of the Blackeye
lies in its faint markings and the Buttercup
yellow color of the bird. Why are breeders
trying to alter the variety of a gorgeous bird?
The Standard states for there to be faint
markings on cheeks, back of head, neck
and wings. Adding Cinnamon only dulls the
body color, pinkins the eye, which should
be Dark and washes out the faint markings
which are usually a sharp dull marking on
the better variety birds.
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Again, newer breeders are advised to use
Cinnamon in Blackeye to “improve’ the
Variety – WRONG.

Clearwings. Most Clearwing breeders steer
well clear of the Cinnamon. The pink feet,
pinkish eyes the loss of color contrast due
to the washed-out body color are all reasons
not to use the Cinnamon variety. Many try to
justify the ‘better’ clearness of the wing, but
all the breeder is managing to do is hide the
fault, not improve the variety.

Fallows. This variety might look like a
cinnamon variety, but it is a variety which
can be destroyed using Cinnamon. A Fallow
Cinnamon looks like an Ino with brown spots
and some rump color and a brown tail. When
I first came across this Fallow combination, I
thought the cock bird was split Ino when the
chicks came out without any wing markings
at all. Improving the Fallow markings is not
helped by using the cinnamon variety.
If you are an experienced breeder of these
varieties, you might dip into a Cinnamon –
knowing how to control the consequences,
or you may inadvertently use a split
cinnamon. Please don’t sell your birds to
new breeders and tell them to use cinnamon
in these varieties. New breeders will not
understand how to control the Cinnamon
through their birds and will have very bad
breeding results due to the chicks not
conforming to the variety they are trying to
breed. Cinnamon Lacewings, Cinnamon
Clearwings, Cinnamon Blackeyes and
Cinnamon Fallows are all poor versions of
the true Variety. Let’s all help to breed our
great Varieties to the standard of the variety,
especially the Novice to these varieties who
don’t breed large numbers of them. Help
them maximize the chicks of variety they do
produce.

Member Profile

BCV member: Martin Paoli
Club: Dandenong
Contributor: James Smith
What are your Major achievements on the
show bench?
Apart from winning the Greywing section at
the Nationals in 2008 & 2016 and various
seconds (Grey, Opaline AOSV, Greywing x3) at
a National level, I think my greatest thrill came
in 2018 at the Victorian State show when my
Grey’s came 1st and 2nd in class and my
Greywing’s came 1, 2nd and 3rd in class, then
my Grey was given “Best in Show”.

Tell us about your Feeding and Nutrition?
I have two 60kg seed hoppers in the flight
which contains a budgie mix of approx. 40%
Canary seed, 50% of Millets (white, Panicum
, Red, and Jap), 8% hulled Oats and 2%
Linseed.
There are 4 large trays on the aviary floor. The
first tray gets two cups of Sunflower seed and
half cup of linseed weekly, the birds consume
this tray very quickly. The second tray has shell
grit and cuttlebone with an iodine block in the
middle. The third has charcoal logs out of the
fire. The fourth tray has small stone grit, which
the birds give a lot of attention. Budgies not

having teeth, swallow small stones to help
them grind seed in their gizzard making it
digestible. The small stones are passed when
the process is complete. I don’t know at what
point in time that stone grit was replaced by
shell grit as an aid to digestion and calcium
supplement. I’ll quote a reference “Far too
much shell grit is eaten to satisfy their calcium
needs and laying hens fall ill, vomit and may
die from gizzard obstruction after engorging
on shell grit” 1.
I also feed soaked wheat, which is the most
enjoyed.
I feed this mix of seed to ensure that the
amino acid requirements are at the correct
balance to ensure the best growth rate and
breeding results. The two most important
amino acids of the protein formula during the
breeding season are lysine and methionine
and these limit the availability of useable
protein in budgerigars. For example if you are
feeding 12% total protein but the Lysine Amino
acid is at 5% then the useable protein is 5%,
the remaining 8% is passed via the bowel.
My birds are given fresh home grown
silverbeet and English spinach every second
day. I must emphasise that it is home grown
greens I feed my birds, free of pesticides,
preservatives and toxins. Before I grew my
own greens I found my birds were not thriving
on the bought equivalent no matter how I
washed or treated it. I guess the residual
amount of toxins that remain on bought
greens that may not affect a human can have
an adverse effect on a little budgie that is
consuming it every second day.
My birds get fresh clean water on most
days. On a rotational basis I’ll give a calcium
supplement then “Soluvet D breeder” for
vitamins, minerals (particularly vitamin D3).
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Describe your Aviary and bird room?
I’ve devoted one of my north facing garage
bays to Budgies. Its physical size is 24’ x 12’
and both ceiling and walls have been insulated
and then lined with white board. There is a
roller door at the front which is closed at night
time in winter months and open during the
day, particularly on sunny warm days. I have
a sliding window at the back for light and
ventilation. When the rear window and front
roller are open they creates a lovely air flow
from front to rear. I wanted a light, bright airy
environment in the aviary during the day which
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is enhanced by clear polycarbonate
sheets that run half way along the roof. At
night there are numerous LED lights that
automatically comes on at 6:30 pm and
goes off at 9:30 pm.
Security is handled by various security
camera locations that WiFi back to the main
computer and stored in “The Cloud”, and of
course key locks and watchful neighbours.
The total area is split in two, with the front half
being a flight, and the back half being my bird
room. I have 22 wire breeding cages and 6
box type breeding cages in my bird room.

Talk about your Birds and breeding?
I’m happy with the way my stud seems to be
developing. Some lines are progressing faster
than others but overall I want a large bird that
has a long frame with good shoulder, face,
mask and back skull with tight little flights and
a lovely back line that stands at the correct
angle in the show cage.
Leading up to the breeding season I spend a
lot of time matching up pairs both visually and
genetically with the hope of targeting a type
or variety of bird. I also look at the breeding
position of the hen, in other words if a hen
was very successful in a particular position in
the bird room last year then it gets the same
position this year. This also applies to maiden
hens, if they were hatched and raised in a
particular position, I try and give them that
position this year.
Over the last few years I’ve been trying to
double up on features, making sure that I’m
not pairing birds with the same fault. So I’ve
paired birds that have excellent scull width
and directional feather together, but I’ve also
tried to introduce birds with long cap feather
extending well past the eye. My target young
would be the one or two young that have
incorporated the gene for length into the
directional feather.
Another pair might be mated purely for size,
length of frame and back line, as I find it’s
these features that helps give the bird an
elegant appearance that makes it attractive to
the eye.

I tend to pair my birds in March, although this
is not a blanket rule and only birds that are in
condition are used for breeding.

What main features are you working on?
I’m tempted to say face, but really when I
think about the answer, it’s the whole bird.
A bird that has everything. I think that one
of the hardest features to maintain is size.
Remember a good big bird will beat a good
little bird.
There seems to be a lot of focus on Lateral
feather, but from a Senior Judge’s point of
view the desired expression is directional
feather, as the feather not only needs to point
laterally but upward, outward and downward
form the cere. These days most birds seem to
have this type of feature in relative amounts,
the real question is how do we greatly
lengthen this feather?

Tell us about your Greywing National winner
and his family and its impact in your Stud?
I need to qualify my answer firstly by saying
that I’ve been breeding Greywings for over
thirty years. During this time I’ve put only the
best birds I could afford that had the correct
features into my Greywing lines whilst keeping
the variety as pure as possible. By this I mean
I’ve evolved the dark grey winged Australian
Greywing that is slowly disappearing from
our show bench into a National winning line.
The dark grey winged Greywing is the original
Australian Greywing that was in our standard
going back to 1936, of which I have a copy.
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There is a belief that our Australian Dark Grey
winged Greywing is some combination of the
Clearwing variety crossed with the Greywing
variety giving rise to the “Full body coloured
Greywing” but I can assure you that the
cross doesn’t result in a dark grey wing, but
a smudged wing marking that is not clearly
defined or symmetrical. A Clearwing green
is bred for yellow enhancements in the wing
whilst a Greywing green is bred for the grey
enhancements in the wing.

Any comments about Flecking?
Some of our best birds are flecked and need
to be kept in the breeding room. I do think we
need to start considering outcomes, such as
flecking, when we pair our birds.
Remember the ruling “The greater the flecking
the greater the penalty” well its now “The
greater the flecking the greater penalty or
disqualification”.

Australia has always had the Dark Grey
winged Greywing that to this day there is a
belief that they are what is known as “Full
body coloured Greywings”
As a result of breeding good featured stock
into the Greywing lines, I am happy to say
that the features on my Greywing lines have
improved to the point of being equal to the
present day normal.

What Advice do you have for Beginner
breeders?
With the greatest respect to Beginners,
they need to watch, listen and talk to senior
exhibitors as to the finer points of a bird. I’ve
helped many beginners with their pairing of
birds over years, and find I’ve always asked
the question “why have you paired those two
birds together?” and they can’t break down
the features for the mating, so I’ve advised
them of the Golden rule of paring.
The Golden rule of pairing: “Never pair two
birds with the same fault”.

What do you see are the biggest Challenges
to the Hobby?
Greywing ANBC National Winner 2016
Image: Rod Turnbull
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I think the biggest challenge to the Hobby is
not advertising to the general public to let them
know of Australia’s most secret Hobby. LOL

State Championship Show Judges Comments
Class 1: Green Judge: Robert Randall Steward: Jamie MacAfee
1st Bird Light Green Cock – Super exhibition budgie.
Lovely length of body with a beautiful modern face. Nice
width of face, length of cap feather and depth of mask.
Showed very well throughout the judging and stood well off
the perch. Excellent feather condition really topped him off.
Congratulations to winner.
2nd Bird Light Green Cock – Strong bird with good strength
of shoulder, depth of mask and a set of good-sized spots.
Nice length of cap feather but not quite as much directional
feather to get over the winner. Tended to let his outline go a
little when relaxed but a lovely bird once again.

3rd Bird Light Green Cock – Similar type bird to the 2nd
place getter. Nice cap, spot and mask. Just not quite as much
strength down through the body of the top 2 birds.
4th Bird Light Green Hen – Lovely strong shouldered hen with

Winner: Lloyd Richardson

good thickness through the head and neck. Modern features through the top end but a little
down in feather condition on the day. Not as well spotted as the top birds.

5th Bird Dark Green Cock – Lovely show bird once again. Beautiful feathering through the top
end with great cleanliness of cap. Just not the strength of shoulder or body size to push any
higher in the class.

General Comments Nice class of greens with good consistency and depth of quality through
the top 15 birds in particular. Congratulations to the winner of this class, a lovely exhibition bird
and thanks to Jamie for his assistance with stewarding on the day.

Class 2: Greygreen Judge: Ray Slade / Phil Hoadley Steward: Bruce Peters
1st Bird Long bird that showed well. Lovely depth of mask
and blow. Clear winner.
2nd Bird Another good bird but not as strong in the top end
as the winner. Looks better when he shows.

3rd Bird Strong bird but condition let him down.
4th Bird Showed well but not as strong as the birds in front
of it.

5th Bird Good hen with good shoulder.
General Comments Nice class of birds that was difficult to
judge due to some not in condition. Thanks to my steward
Bruce Peters a great help.

Winner: Ian Hunter
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Class 3: Blue

Judge: Greg Rowe Steward: Dominic Galea

1st Bird Sky Cock – Powerful bird with lovely top end and
fantastic feather.
2nd Bird Sky Cock – Lovely long bird with nice face and
spots. Showed well.

3rd Bird Sky Cock – Showed really well, great condition and
nice wing with tight flights.
4th Bird Sky Cock – Powerful bird but just dropped his rightside flights slightly which effected his outline.

5th Bird Cobalt Cock – Big strong bird with nice face and
mask.

General Comments Really nice class, right down to the 20’s.
Thanks to Dominic for a great job as steward.

Winner: David Broughton

Class 4: Violet

Judge: John Rowe Steward: Neil Hunt

1st Bird Big strong cock bird. Was not prepared at all and
luckily was a long way ahead of 2nd. Would like to see him
with his spots plucked.

2nd Bird Nice cock bird. In good directional feather and nice

spots.

3rd Bird Nice cock bird. Good directional feather but not
quite the mask and spots of the birds above.
4th Bird Good shaped cock bird. Sat up and showed all day
but just lacking spot impact.

5th Bird Good sized bird. Nice mask and spots but not quite
the deportment of the birds above.

Winner: Rex Stephens

General Comments First bird was a long way ahead.
The owner of this bird needs to put more work into preparing his birds. It was just lucky this
wasn’t a similar bird prepared for showing. Good to see some feather direction starting to
appear on these birds. Thank you also to my steward, Neil, for a great job in assisting.
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Class 5: Grey

Judge: Rex Stephens Steward: Con Herouvim

1st Bird Cock bird. This bird showed perfectly for the entire

time of judging. He has great deportment, nice big spots and
good depth of mask. A lovely long show bird.

2nd Bird Cock bird. The best bird in this section but in poor
feather condition and as the day went on he made himself
look even worse. A beautiful wide face and good mask.

3rd Bird Cock bird. Another bird that shows perfectly. He
has got very nice feather around his face and beautiful
wings.

4th Bird Hen bird. A lovely hen that has got heaps of

directional feather and great wings. The only thing that lets
her down is body size.

5th Bird Cock bird. This is a very nice bird but missing 2

flights on one wing and got penalised. He has good spots
and a lovely face.

Winner: Ray Slade

General Comments Thanks to Con for a great job as my steward.

Class 6: Yellowfaced

Judge: Martin Paoli Steward: Ken Brown

1st Bird A beautiful long bird with excellent mask and large
spots. Lovely back line and tight flights. When this bird
showed it blew me away. Lovely release of feather.
2nd Bird Another excellent example of English Yellowfaced

variety with great contrast between his yellow mask and
violet body. Lovely face, mask and shoulder. Unfortunately, it
came up against the 1st bird.

3rd Bird A very, very strong hen that had a very broad skull

with great lateral feather and large spots. Excellent shoulder
and chest size with a long frame.

4th Bird A very clean, showy, typey bird that insisted on 4th
place. Lovely condition and outline. Not the strength of the
birds ahead.

Winner: Lloyd Richardson

5th Bird A strong bird that had great transition from crown to shoulder. Excellent mask and cap
release.

General Comments Overall a good class of birds to judge, with a lot of great examples of this

variety.

Thanks to my steward, Ken Brown, for his valuable assistance.
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Class 7: Goldenfaced

Judge: Greg Jones Steward: Amanda Fonti

1st Bird Cobalt cock. Great strength in cap and shoulder.
Powerful bird, notwithstanding some secondary flight and
eye feather faults.

2nd Bird Cobalt cock. Another powerful bird with good

directional feather and shoulder. Neater in wings compared
to 1st bird but less release in cap.

3rd Bird Sky cock. Nice feather features but not the power
of the first 2 birds. Colour variety has incurred a colour
penalty.

4th Bird Violet cock. Great variety bird. Good deportment
and strong off the perch but lacks directional feather.

5th Bird Cobalt cock. Good bird with directional feather
features but not spotted.

Winner: John Freeman

General Comments

6th bird is strong through the shoulder but down on width of cap.

After the 8th bird, exhibits down on cap width through rest of class.

Visually green or grey green birds are determined as not compliant with Standard.
Thanks to Amanda for her assistance as steward.

Class 8: Blackeyed

Judge: Heath Chasemore Steward: Vince Ieria

1st Bird Yellow cock. Excellent modern budgie. Fantastic
cap feather, width and depth of mask. Showed well.

2nd Bird Yellow hen. Lovely strong hen with good style and
deportment. Showed well. Very good colour.

3rd Bird Yellow cock. Excellent coloured bird with good

style and deportment. Very stead on the perch but slightly
down in condition on the day.

4th Bird Yellow hen. Good strong hen. Showed when

needed but slightly down on colour compared to the first 3
birds.

5th Bird Yellow hen. Excellent coloured bird but lacks the

feather quality and size of the first 4 birds in the class on the
day.

General Comments
First 6 birds were very good in variety and quality.
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Winner: Ray Slade

Class 9: Dilute

Judge: James Smith / Heath Chasemore Steward: Graham Forsyth

1st Bird Yellowfaced grey cock. Excellent budgerigar

with modern face and feather quality. Excellent style and
deportment and showed when needed. Congrats to the
owner.

2nd Bird Sky cock. Excellent style and deportment with very

good cap feather and depth of mask. Showed when needed.
Unlucky to come up against the winner.

3rd Bird Yellowfaced grey cock. Excellent modern

budgerigar with very good cap feather and width of face.
Very nice style.

4th Bird Light green cock. Big strong budgerigar with good
variety. Not quite the cap feather of the first 3 birds and
slightly down on condition.

5th Bird Grey hen. Strong hen with lovely width and

Winner: Vic Murray

shoulder. Showed very well.

General Comments
The first 6 birds were very good birds with excellent variety.
They had many modern features, with very little issues.
Well down to the BCV.

Class 10: Lutino

Judge: Hedra Kamel / Bruce Wilson Steward: Richard Hiscock

1st Bird Big strong bird. Good colour, good condition.
Showing nice facial features.

2nd Bird Big bird. Stands up tall and strong. Very steady
shower. Lovely back-skull. Condition was down from first
bird.

3rd Bird Typey show bird with good colour and some lateral
feather. Not the size of the first 2 birds.

4th Bird Nice feather and depth of chest. Didn’t show and
down on condition.

5th Bird Big strong bird but down on colour.
General Comments
Very strong class that was a pleasure to judge.
A very good bird was disqualified for trimming.

Winner: Alan Rowe

Thanks to my steward Richard for a top job.
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Class 11: Albino

Judge: Stephen Mow Steward: David Smith

1st Bird Cock bird. Easy winner with all the modern

features. Strong square with directional feather. Condition
could have been better.

2nd Bird Cock bird. Strong without density of feather

compared to the winner and without the modern directional
feather.

3rd Bird Cock bird. In perfect condition. Doesn’t have
feather length but has great feather direction.

4th Bird Cock bird. Square and solid without the impact of
those in front of him but still a lovely cock bird.

5th Bird Hen bird. Although not a great shower when she

performs she belongs in 5th place. Needed to be presented
better.

General Comments

Winner: Wayne Cachia

Good class that falls away after 10th place.
Thank-you David my steward.

Class 12: Dark Eyed Clear Judge: Brett Martin Steward: David Broughton
1st Bird White cock. Strong bird and very good variety.

Unsteady at times but was the pick of the class when settled.
Nice length and shoulder and mask.

2nd Bird White cock. Not as strong as first bird in should

area. Nice long bird and when relaxed, showed head blow.

3rd Bird Yellow cock. Tended to get out of shape on perch.
Did not have qualities of 1st and 2nd birds.

4th Bird Yellow cock. In better condition than 3rd bird but

had some flights missing on one side. Still a handy bird for
the variety.

5th Bird Yellow hen. Nice hen, but overweight, thus tended
to lay over the perch. Has nice shoulder width and solid
body.

Winner: Amanda Fonti

General Comments
First bird was pick of the class in a long way. After the 5th placed bird, the class was even
down to 10th then the rest fell away. Thanks to Dave for stewarding.
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Class 13: Clearwing

Judge: Malcolm Randall Steward: Garry Stagg

1st Bird Big strong bird with good contrast and showed
well. Nice bird.

2nd Bird Nothing between 1st and 2nd. Could have gone

either way. Just not as steady on the perch as the 1st bird
but a big strong bird and good contrast as well.

3rd Bird Nice clearwing but just outpowered by the two in
front but good contrast and good clean lines.

4th Bird Another good strong clearwing. Very little between
3rd and 4th but third bird just a little bit more top end.

5th Bird Good bird but not the shoulder and substance of
the birds in front but nice clean bird.

General Comments
First two excellent birds then strong down to 8th place.

Winner: Jim Meale

Thanks to my steward, Garry, for a job well done.

Class 14: Greywing

Judge: James Smith Steward: Brad Stray

1st Bird Sky blue cock bird. Big strong shouldered cock

with lovely carriage and deportment. A credit to the breeder.

2nd Bird Grey cock bird. Not as big but nice style with lovely
variety. Very good spots and showed well.

3rd Bird Grey cock bird. Really nice cock bird. The tail
length was just long enough. The short tail spoiled the
balance of the bird.

4th Bird Sky cock bird. Nice mask and spots but not as big
as birds in front. Slight ticking but showed well.

5th Bird Greygreen cock bird. At times looked OK but very
inconsistent and didn’t have natural width of first four.

General Comments

Winner: Vince Ieria

A nice strong class with mainly strong variety across
the majority of the exhibits. Thanks to Brad – great job
stewarding.
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Class 15 Cinnamon

Judge: Jeff Orlandi Steward: Wayne Cachia

1st Bird Cinnamon Sky Cock in lovely condition and had

nice shoulder, a deep mask, big spots and good cap length
feather.

2nd Bird Cinnamon Greygreen Cock with lovely feather

direction through the cere and in nice condition. Mask let it
down as most of mask was missing and small spots. Very
nice bird unlucky on the day.

3rd Bird Cinnamon Sky Cock. Nice big bird showed well but
a little out of condition and tended to squat on the perch.

4th Bird Cinnamon Greygreen cock with lovely feather
direction but just smaller than birds in front.

5th Bird Cinnamon Greygreen cock in lovely condition and

showed well. Nice spots and mask. Just not the cap feather
of the birds in front.

Winner: Vic Murray

General Comments Nice class of birds to judge. First couple very nice birds.

Thanks to my steward, Wayne, for his help.

Class 16 Spangle Double Factor

Judge: Phil Hoadley / Alan Ryder Steward: Bob Carter

1st Bird Strong show bird with good solid colour throughout
– showed good carriage throughout judging process and
condition.

2nd Bird Impressive hen – displayed well and although a bit
rough in feather is a great representative of the variety.

3rd Bird This cock displayed good colour and condition.
Maybe a fraction over weight which detracted from its
outline.

4th Bird Even coloured hen in good condition. This hen

may not have all the attributes we seek however overall well
balanced.

5th Bird

Winner: Maxine Clark

This is the best placed of a number of cocks which show
body colour – good outline and deportment.

General Comments We were impressed with the strength and depth of the class – some of the
stronger birds were penalised for body colour suffusion and wing markings.
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Class 17: Opaline

Judge: Rod Turnbull Steward: Mike Huth

1st Bird Opaline Sky cock. Big strong bird with plenty of

length. A little out of condition and a twisted tail but still too
strong, especially in head features.

2nd Bird Opaline Greygreen cock. Possesses lovely mask

and spots but down in size compared to the winner. In super
condition, apart from a twisted tail feather.

3rd Bird Opaline Greygreen cock. Excellent spots and

NO PHOTO
AVAILABLE

mask. Very similar to the second bird but not in the same
condition. Also has a twisted tail feather.

4th Bird Opaline Greygreen cock. In good condition with
nice feather direction. Not as strong in body compared to
those in ahead and not a good shower.

5th Bird

Opaline Grey cock. Has good shoulder and spots but not as Winner: Rowe Brothers
strong in head features compared to those ahead of him.

General Comments Thanks to Mike for a great job stewarding. Class was strong with winner
then the next 5 or 6 but fell away after that. One bird was disqualified due to too much head
flecking with others all under the disqualification levels and only penalised.

Class 18: Opaline AOSV Judge: Malcolm Randall Steward: Owen Haddick
1st Bird Has some flecking but even after penalising the

flecking, still the strongest bird in the class. Never moved all
day and as close to the Standard as you would like to see.

2nd Bird Lovely hen with great direction and just beaten by
a bigger, stronger bird on the day.

3rd Bird Nice clean cock with small amount of ticking. Just
not the deportment of the ones above.

4th Bird Strong hen but couldn’t go any higher due to
missing flight but nice bird.

5th Bird Nice long hen but not the deportment of the hen in
front of it and also had one sore eye.

General Comments

Winner: Alan Rowe

Some good birds, none with enough flecking to put out. Pity there wasn’t more numbers.

Thanks to my steward, Owen, for a job well done and thanks to the BCV for the invite to judge.
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Class 19: Clearbody

Judge: Ian Hunter Steward: Stephen Quinn

1st Bird Green. Clear winner and lovely in all aspects

including condition, variety, showmanship. All put together.

2nd Bird Grey. Also a top bird with good outline, plenty of
length, good up top and showed well.

3rd Bird Grey. Good variety, nice backline but not quite as
good in showmanship as first two.

4th Bird Greygreen. Not a big bird but correct in type.
5th Bird Greygreen. Good style and good condition.
General Comments Quite a good class.

Thank to my steward, Steve, for a top job.
Winner: Alan Rowe

Class 20: Lacewing

Judge: Bruce Wilson Steward: Tim Paterson

1st Bird Very strong box faced cock with good backline and
excellent variety. Could improve his showmanship, however
when stirred up, he is a top bird.

2nd Bird Opaline Hen Lacewing. Looked like the winner

most of the day until the top bird decided to show. This hen
has brow and active feather and a calm disposition.

3rd Bird All power, Opaline Lacewing cock, long and
proportional. Steady on the perch with deep mask.

4th Bird Opaline Lacewing cock. Good top, active feather,
slightly narrow in the face.

5th Bird Opaline Lacewing cock. Similar to the ones above,
smaller size, main attribute wide mask.

Winner: Garry Stagg

General Comments
Thanks to my steward, Tim who was very quiet and unobtrusive. Member of Colac club. Good
turnout of birds for the day.
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Class 21: Fallow Judge: Peter Smith / Alan Baxter Steward: David Rowe
1st Bird A nice cock bird with nice directional feather and
steady on the perch. Showed well. Green.

2nd Bird A blue cock bird not the head quality of the first
bird. Showed well – lovely feather push.

3rd Bird A yellow face. Showed well. Lovely condition. A
little down in size.

4th Bird A blue cock. Longer bird. Didn’t show well. Not the
head quality of the birds in front of him.

5th Bird A blue cock. Showed well. Not the size of the 4th
bird. Niceoutline.

General Comments
Found this class to be fairly strong down to around 8th
place – they all had some good features. Thanks to my
steward, David Rowe. Job well done!

Class 22: Spangle Normal

Winner: Peter Thurn

Judge: Julie Kruiselbrink Steward: John Freeman

1st Bird
Lovely bird. Showed beautifully. Good type of budgerigar.
Lovely face.

2nd Bird
Another lovely bird. Yellowface grey. Excellent show bird.

3rd Bird
Nice bird. Showed badly at times.

4th Bird
Nice type. Showed beautifully.

5th Bird
Nice bird. Lovely tall bird.

Winner: Mike Huth

General Comments
Good class of birds to judge. Some excellent spangles. Thank-you to my steward John
Freeman.
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Class 23: Spangle AOSV

Judge: Jamie Wright / Peter Thurn Steward: Adam May

1st Bird A large powerful hen with good varietal

representation. Great shoulder and depth of mask. A worthy
winner.

2nd Bird A cock lacking the size of the first place-getter but

offered incredible length of feather in the mask and cap. A
little out of condition and unsettled which sometimes spoiled
his outline.

3rd Bird Another large powerful hen. Didn’t have the cap

release of the two in front of her but really filled up the show
cage. Good varietal content.

4th Bird A well balanced Opaline cock that was out of

condition on the day. Good body length and did well to move
up into 4th.

Winner: Vic Murray

5th Bird A cock offering good balance and a large frame.
Didn’t have the power of the birds ahead in the mask and
cap.

General Comments
A class of lovely birds offering good general body shape throughout. The top 4 birds were
strong with the winner a very classy hen.

Class 24: Dominant Pied Judge: Derrin Ray Steward: Michael O’Connell
1st Bird A lovely grey Dominant Pied cock with outstanding

head width and directional feather. A modern bird. Also very
steady on the perch.

2nd Bird Normal Skyblue cock with body size, nice shoulder
and head width. Just no the modern feather direction of the
first bird.

3rd Bird Skyblue Cinnamon cock with width, feather and

direction. But not spotted properly and a little nervous on the
perch.

4th Bird A Greygreen cock bird with all the correct features
needed for a modern bird. But just lacking in body size
compared to top 3 birds.

5th Bird Greygreen cock bird. A nice length of bird. But a

Winner: S & T Grech

little short on shoulder and feather length.

General Comments
A great class to judge with 35 birds entered. The top 3 birds being very strong birds that
anyone would be proud to own. The class had nice depth of quality down to about 12/15 place.
A big thanks to Michael for his help on the day.
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Class 25: Recessive Pied Judge: James Bader Steward: Kathy McCalman
1st Bird Greygreen cock. Really good show bird in excellent
condition. Strong top end, good width of cap, height above
the eye, good depth of mask, complemented by big spots.
Strong across the shoulder with really good shape.

2nd Bird Cobalt cock. Big strong bird, plenty of width in the

face, good depth of mask and big strong spots. Really good
body length, nice long bird. He could have showed better
but excellent 2nd placed bird.

3rd Bird Greygreen cock. Really nice bird with lovely top

end, width of cap, good length of mask with good directional
feather.

4th Bird Cinnamon Grey hen. Big strong solid bird. When

she showed really looked the part. Good spots, good height
above the eye with good directional feather. Good body
strength right through and lovely across the shoulders.

Winner: Alan Rowe

5th Bird Light Green cock. Nice bird but a bit out of condition. Good shoulder strength with
good feather structure and nice face.

General Comments
A good class of birds, with some really strong birds in the top 10. Even after this point there was
some good quality birds. Well done to the BCV for putting on a great show. Thanks to Kathy
for doing a perfect job as steward.

Class 26: Whitecap

Judge: Alan Baxter Steward: George Illic

1st Bird Whitecap Cobalt. Top bird. Good sized. Lovely
condition. Very nice cap feather, mask and spots.

2nd Bird Grey Whitecap. A little smaller than the winning

bird. Cap feather wide. Clearly the best in the class, lovely
directional feather however a dirty vent and out of condition.

3rd Bird Sky Whitecap. Another Whitecap. Good size. Good
deportment. Generally a nice bird without having the feather
direction of first two.

4th Bird Cinnamon Sky Whitecap. Nice condition. Generally
a well put together bird.

5th Bird Cobalt Whitecap. Another bird in nice condition.
Good mask and spots.

Winner: Vic Murray

General Comments 6th bird was a nice hen however out of
condition. Generally speaking a nice class of Whitecaps.
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Class 27: Crest

Judge: John Rowe Steward: Neil Hunt

1st Bird Nice size Crest Light Green Spangle Opaline.

Good width of shoulder and a full circle crest on a good size
cock bird.

2nd Bird Sky Opaline Full Circle with a slight little multi crest
at back of the crest. Big solid bird. Was not prepared for the
show and if presented properly may have won the class.

3rd Bird Light Green Spangle Opaline Full Circle cock bird.
Smaller than the first two and again not prepared for the
show with the full mask with about 30 spots.

4th Bird Nice neat bird and another Light Green Opaline

Spangle cock. Not as big as the first three. Nice full circle
crest on top and good deportment.

5th Bird Light Green full circle. Not the size of the birds
above. Showed well all day.

Winner: Bradley Family

General Comments
The first three were good size birds but the size fell away quickly after that. 18 presented to
judge which was good to see. Well done to the breeders of this difficult class, keep up your
good work! Thanks to my steward, Neil, for a job well done. Neil performed well all day as well!

Class 28: Hens

Judge: Peter Thurn Steward: John Ennis

1st Bird Spangle Cinnamon Light Green Hen. Absolute

stand-out. Beautiful outline and a super modern face. Tons
of swank. Congrats to the winner.

2nd Bird Spangle Yellowface Grey. Beautiful markings.

Strong, powerful and modern. Not the style of the winner.

3rd Bird Spangle Grey. Strong shouldered hen with good

markings. Could have been spotted. Tended to lie over the
perch.

4th Bird Spangle Greygreen. Powerful shouldered hen in
good condition. Not the face of the birds above.

5th Bird Spangle Greygreen. Similar to the 4th bird. Started
to mutilate itself during judging.

General Comments

Winner: Hedra Kamel

As usual, a strong class of hens. Top 20 hens were of high quality.
Thanks to my steward, John.
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Best Beginner Bird in Show

Reserve Beginner Bird in Show

Best Intermediate Bird in Show

Reserve Intermediate Bird in Show

M O’Connell (Cinnamon)

M Clark (Spangle Double Factor)

J Mastwyk (Lutino)

V Ieria (Greywing)
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Best Bird in Show

Mike Huth (Spangle Normal)

BUDGIE
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Reserve Bird in Show

Ron Wilson (Spangle Normal)
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In Memorium
Vale - Jim Traynor

Vale - Lou Formosa

It is very sad to have to notify the passing
of a great guy and a loyal club member for
close to 50 years. Jim has had birds since
he was a young boy, as well as the budgies
he also kept a collection of parrots and
finches and was a member of the Cage bird
Society.

We are deeply saddened to notify BCV
members of the passing of Lou Formosa.

He became a member of the Nepean Club
before joining Eastern District where he
served on the committee for many years
as Show Manager and a short time as Club
President until developing health problems
that he has battled with for the last 20 years

He won 2 Nationals Classes with a
Cinnamon and a Fallow, I can remember the
English Judge commenting it was the best
Fallow they had ever seen, his Grey wings
were also always well placed at the Shield.

Lou had been in the hobby for over 10 years
and was a member of the Horsham and
Colac clubs before joining Bendigo.
Lou under the partnership of L&L Formosa
won the Lutino class at the Harry Eady Adult
Shield in 2016.
He will be missed at the Bendigo
Budgerigar Club and as a member of the
hobby.
Our condolences go out to Lyn and our
thoughts are with her at this time.

Our condolences to Sylvia and his many bird
friends.
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VALE - Margaret Bridgeman
I am deeply saddened to inform you of
the passing of Margaret Bridgeman on
Saturday evening, aged 82. Margaret made
a significant contribution to the BCV and its
members for over 33 years as a Councillor
and the BCV Secretary.

Frank Gardner once joked that the best part
of the Glenroy show was Margaret’s Sponge
cakes and I totally agree - but there was so
much more to Margaret Bridgeman.
Margaret Joined the Glenroy Budgerigar
and Cage Bird Society in 1977 with her
husband Kevin (Dec) and son Mark. The
B3 partnership was formed with Margaret
serving as secretary of that club for over 34
years.

Margaret was a dedicated Councillor and
when there was a job to be done, she
stepped up every time. Margaret was
also our Shield Secretary filling another
significant role for a long period of time.
Margaret, Kevin and Mark opened their
home to hold the Victorian National team for
the National show for many years.


Margaret
had that welcoming personality
that instantly relaxed people and made
you feel important - she brought people in
close and this is probably why she leaves
hundreds of close friends in the bird game.
Margaret was the first point of contact for the
BCV and did this for so long websites still
place the BCV at Fawkner.
The Canary Societies have also lost a
dedicated worker, from what I know
Margaret was Secretary of and eventually
the President of the Border Canary Society
and served on the National Show committee
as well as being an accredited judge for the
Border Canary society.
It’s so true that if you want something done
you ask the busiest person for help and it
would get done with excellence, and again
that’s typifies Margaret.

The power of work undertaken by this family
is evident by the three life membership
bestowed upon them over the journey.
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Personally I have little regard for Carlton
supporters but there is one exception - she
absolutely loves her footy team. I have
nothing but admiration and appreciation
for the timeless dedicated support that you
have shown myself and the BCV Council
and membership over this very long period
of time.

I hope there are aviary’s up there for you
Margaret perhaps even cohabiting with cats
and birds, and people and clubs for you to
organise.

You will be sadly missed by our membership
Australia wide, and our sympathies go out to
your four children and their families.
Col Flanagan

President of BCV.
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Contributions
Letters and articles are welcome and should be addressed to:
The Editor
Budgie News
Email: editorbudgienews@gmail.com
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Contributions for the next
publication close
7th December 2020

Servicing
Central Victoria
for over 40 years.
1977

Years

2019

Printing
in Central
Victoria

Graphic design

Promotional material

Digital printing

Signs, Flags & Banners

Offset printing

Laser engraving

Large format printing

Website development

and so much more...
20-22 Deborah Street, Bendigo

5441 6600
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Proudly supporting the Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc.
and their production of Budgie News.
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